
 

Three models are available to lift & support up to: 

300 lb. of chute  
600 lb. of chute  
900 lb. of chute  

The length of chute that a hoist can support depends on the weight of the sections used. A section's weight is 
determined by its diameter, design & thickness. Height limits will be further reduced if steel liners are 
installed. 

  

 
Hoist in action!  

The assembly is quick (10 minutes), and requires only a handful of identical locking pins. 
No tools are needed. The support frame features a 3:1 safety factor. A removable Fishpole 
allows the user to serve several frames of the same model with the same Fishpole. When not 
in use the entire frame is folded and stored as a few compact packets.  

Chute 
Hoists

THE ROOFER HOISTS 

model SC-300-cb 
model SC-605-cb 
model SC-905-cb 

Install this counterweighted chute 
hoist on roofs, floor slabs, and 

through window openings.

360° View with Chute 
(without fishpole)

Model SC-905-cb shown with fishpole
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Click this image for a close-up. 

Model SC-300-cb can be safely installed on roofs with slopes of up to 5:12 

 

The arrangement of the weight beams gives the Roofer Hoist some special advantages: 
Because they are splayed apart, the hoist is very stable. Also, the weight beams are angled 
away from the roof deck, so they act as side guardrails towards the front of the hoist. These 
side guardrails help protect the worker from falls as he approaches the edge of the roof. As 
well, the weight beams only contact the roof deck in a 3 places, so roofing tear-offs can 
proceed with the hoist in place. 

Roofer Hoists are designed to meet or exceed the requirements of OSHA, Part 1926-500/501/502, Subpart M 
& Appendix B, Fall Protection. 

  

   



Model SC-300-cb 

Click here for additional views & specs. 

  

   

Model SC-605-cb 

Click here for additional views & specs. 

  

   

Model SC-905-cb 

Click here for additional views & specs. 

 
WARNING! The information provided here is not a substitute for the installation manual that accompanies 
every hoist order. Read & understand the installation manual that is provided with the chute hoist before 
installing or using it. 

  

Package   Includes Weight 
A   Frame + Spreader Bar 190 lb. 
B   Counterweights (4 required - 55 lb. each) 220 lb.
C   Fishpole unit with drum winch & 60' cable 45 lb. 
D   A + B + C = COMPLETE ROOFER HOIST 455 lb. 

Package   Includes Weight 
A   Frame + Spreader Bar 330 lb. 
B   Counterweights (10 required - 55 lb. each) 550 lb.
C   Fishpole unit with drum winch & 100' cable 50 lb. 
D   A + B + C = COMPLETE ROOFER HOIST 930 lb. 

Package   Includes Weight 
A   Frame + Spreader Bar 400 lb. 
B   Counterweights (12 required - 55 lb. each) 660 lb.
C   Fishpole unit with traction winch & 150' cable 100 lb. 
D   A + B + C = COMPLETE ROOFER HOIST 1160 lb. 
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